Once you sign in at speakagent.com, you will see your customized Home page (below). This is a teacher-only view for creating, managing, and assigning lessons.

- **Find wordlists & lessons** made by you or by other community members.
- **First, create a wordlist** using vocabulary you teach. Or, copy an existing wordlist.
- **Then build a lesson** from your wordlist or from a copied wordlist.
- **Organize students** into classes or groups to assign online lessons.
- See what other members are making. **Copy anything** in the community bank and edit it to suit your needs.

First, visit speakagent.com and sign up. It's free!
Preview a lesson to see the student experience.

Once you create a lesson, click STUDENT PREVIEW to see what your students will see. Use Speak Agent on an interactive whiteboard or projector for group practice. Or, use it on computers, Chromebooks or tablets to track individual progress.

Interactive Assignments

A student’s Home page shows activities that you recently assigned. Students can click “Lessons” at top-right to see a full list of their class or individual assignments.

Word Review

Students practice your wordlists by listening to voice recordings and viewing illustrative photos. Left-right arrows cycle through the list.

Picture Pairs Activity

Students practice your custom wordlists by audiovisual association. Students can play audio to hear each word before choosing an answer to match the symbol.

Matching Game

Students match images with words from your custom wordlists. Audio plays each time a symbol is viewed to reinforce audiovisual association.

All games and activities support both English and Spanish.